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 M a r k e t  T r e n d  +  R e c o v e r y  F o r e c a s t

Guest Paid RevPAR Trend (All Rate Categories) - Seattle, WA

Source: Kalibri Labs; forecast with input from CBRE Hotel Horizons;  
Actualized Data: 01/01/2016 - 05/14/2021, Forecasted Data: 05/15/2021- 12/31/2023

www.kalibrilabs.com/ahead-of-curve
©Kalibri Labs, 2021. All rights reserved.

• Seattle’s occupancy levels ranged from 73.6% and 75.6% between 2016-2019 and have performed above their 20-year average since 
2011.  The year-end 2019 level of 74.0% was well- above the longer-term average of 67.7%.   RevPAR increased at an average annual rate of 
approximately 1.0% since 2016, equal to the Top 25 market average for the period.  While occupancy levels pre-pandemic were attractive, 
Seattle’s 2019 RevPAR declined by -1.9% which was well-below the Top 25 market average RevPAR increase of +0.2 % for that year.  These 
results were largely attributable to the significant increases in Seattle supply during the 2017-2019 period, which were 3.2%, 4.7% and 5.2%, 
respectively, in those years.  Upper Tier hotel supply increased by 13.0% in 2019 and Upper Tier demand increased by an even greater 14.5%. 
While overall demand growth in Seattle exceeded the increase in supply in 2019, it came at the expense of a significant decline in average 
daily rate.  Upper Tier ADR declined by 5.3%, Mid-Tier ADR dropped by 2.6% and Lower Tier pricing declined by 6.4%.    

• The decline in Seattle hotel occupancy levels from 2019 to year-end 2020 was 53.3%, slightly worse than the Top 25 market average decline 
of 49.2%.  The decline in ADR for Seattle in 2020 was greater than that of the Top 25 market average as well (35.3% vs. 28.6%).  These 
occupancy and ADR contraction levels resulted in a 69.8% decline in RevPAR for Seattle in 2020 (vs. a 63.7% decline for the Top 25 market 
average).  The Seattle 2020 RevPAR contraction, which was exacerbated by the significant additions to supply in recent years, is in the bottom 
half of the 65 markets tracked closely by CBRE.  In contrast, the national RevPAR level declined by 51.7%; Tucson by 36.7% and San Bernardi-
no by 27.2% in 2020 – best in the nation. 

• Net supply change in Seattle between 2016 and 2020 increased at an average annual rate of 3.6%, 10th fastest in the nation and well-above 
the Top 25 market average of 2.2%.  As noted above, while the new supply in Seattle has been absorbed in recent years, pricing power at all 
levels has eroded.

• Like the majority of urban, densely developed coastal markets, the recovery anticipated for Seattle will likely be prolonged because of the per-
ception of crime that has evolved stemming from the social and political unrest that has dominated the market over the past 18 months.  Like 
other markets, a rebound in group, convention and international-related demand will be required to insure a return to pre-Covid-19 levels of 
performance.
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Guest Paid Revenue Trend: Primary Rate Categories - Seattle, WA

Source: Kalibri Labs; forecast with input from CBRE Hotel Horizons;  
Actualized Data: 01/01/2019 - 05/14/2021, Forecasted Data: 05/15/2021 - 12/31/2022
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Metric 2019  
Actualized

2020  
Change % vs. 
2019

2021  
Change % vs. 
2019

2022  
Change % vs. 
2019

2023  
Change % vs. 
2019

Guest Paid 
RevPAR

$121.92 -69.1% -64.9% -45.3% -16.6%

Guest Paid 
ADR

$163.92 -34.3% -39.3% -25.9% -8.9%

Occ % 74.4% -53.0% -42.2% -26.1% -8.4%

Source: Kalibri Labs; forecast with input from CBRE Hotel Horizons;  
Actualized Data: 01/01/2019 - 05/14/2021, Forecasted Data: 05/15/2021 - 12/31/2023

www.kalibrilabs.com/ahead-of-curve
©Kalibri Labs, 2021. All rights reserved.

Key Performance Indicators

• Much of the new supply entering the market over the past three years was heavily oriented towards 
the group meeting, convention, and higher-end corporate segments.  For example, the largest hotel 
in Seattle, the 1,260-room Hyatt Regency Seattle, opened in October 2018. Because of this reliance, 
and in view of the social and political unrest in the city, a slower economic recovery – relative to the 
national average – is expected. As such, a return to 2019 hotel performance levels in a post-pandemic 
environment will likely be prolonged.  In nominal terms, the Seattle MSA RevPAR level peaked in 2018 
at $122.97; the market is expected to return to this level sometime in 2025.  29.0% of Seattle hotels are 
in the Upper Tier, that property type is expected to experience the slowest recovery.  RevPAR change from 
2020 through 2024 is forecast to average +35.0% during this period (well-above the Top 25 market 
average of 29.9%).

• Annual demand growth over the period 2016 to 2019 in Seattle averaged approximately 3.9% increase, 
well-below the level of supply growth that occurred during this period (4.4% annually).  As discussed, this 
imbalance has served to erode pricing power in Seattle in recent years. 

• Prior to the pandemic year of 2020, and since the year 2000, RevPAR in Seattle averaged a 2.9% annual 
increase (vs. the national average increase of 2.2% for the period).  2017 was the last year of above-av-
erage RevPAR growth for Seattle area hotels.  A strong city-wide convention calendar, along with robust 
levels of domestic corporate and leisure travel throughout the spring, summer and fall seasons and a 
solid volume of corporate-related demand led to a 4.4% RevPAR increase in 2017.  More modest levels 
of new supply entering the market in the years ahead should aid in the recovery timeline for Seattle’s 
hotel community. 

• A favorable economic environment prior to 2020 resulted in year-over-year ADR increases of 1.4% in 
Seattle between 2016 and 2019, which was above the national average increase of 1.1% for the period.   
The actual 2020 COVID-19-induced RevPAR contraction in Seattle (-69.1% decline) was amongst the 
worst in the nation, well below the U.S. average of 51.7%.  This can be attributed, in part, to the signif-
icant increases in supply from 2016 to 2019, much of which was Upper Tier in nature and oriented 
towards the group meeting and convention segment.
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 L e a d  T i m e  A n a l y s i s
• Booking lead times for Seattle hotels have historically displayed a wide degree of variability, depending on the season.  While 

booking lead times have a seasonal pattern similar to most major markets, for Seattle hotels, the disparity is particularly pro-
nounced in the summer months.  Booking lead times historically have been over 3 weeks in the summer and less than 2 weeks 
in the winter months.

• As happened across the country, booking lead times contracted considerably in the 2nd quarter of 2020, to about 3-4 days.  
Booking lead times in the city had begun to trend upward a bit during the second half of 2020, rising to almost a week, before 
briefly falling back down to about 5 days through the first several months of 2021.  However, very recently booking lead times 
have again begun to lengthen out, now averaging just under 10 days.

• The dramatic contraction in booking lead times, which characterizes virtually all domestic lodging markets, represents a signif-
icant headwind to price recovery.  As hotels in Seattle have historically experienced much more volatility in booking lead times 
than most major US markets, their recovery timeline will be much harder to anticipate.  Complicating the situation is the current 
social and political climate in Seattle.  As it would in any market, social unrest will contribute to reduced hotel booking lead times 
in the near term.

Average Lead Time Trend: Transient Rate Categories - Seattle, WA

Source: Kalibri Labs; Actualized data: 01/01/2016 -05/14/2021

www.kalibrilabs.com/ahead-of-curve
©Kalibri Labs, 2021. All rights reserved.
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 R a t e  C a t e g o r y  D e m a n d  A n a l y s i s
• Seattle hotels, like those in almost every other market, felt the impact of the pandemic in Q1 2020 which has, and will continue 

to, impact the Group and Corporate rate categories the most, while the Rack/Bar, OTA and Promotion/Loyalty Member Rate 
categories have contracted to a lesser degree, as these are the rate categories most widely used by transient leisure travelers.

• Since the onset of the pandemic in mid-March, Rack/Bar demand has significantly outperformed the other major rate catego-
ries contributing anywhere from a quarter to a third of all business for the past year.  Beginning in early 2021, the other rate 
categories typically used by leisure transient consumers, OTA and Promotion & Loyalty, have closed the gap a bit.  In previous 
markets studied in this series, the level of demand generated in Rack/Bar has been very consistent with both the OTA and 
Promotion & Loyalty rate categories throughout the downturn.  Thus, a potential bright spot for Seattle hotels may come from 
historically strong brand loyalty, in the short term.

• Consistent with other markets we have analyzed, the rate categories typically used by leisure transient travelers are currently 
contributing the majority of room night demand to Seattle hotels, at over 70% of all room nights.  Conversely, Corporate and 
Group demand have remained at historically low levels first seen at the end of the 1st Quarter of 2020.  Recent patterns, com-
bined with CBRE market forecasts and Kalibri Labs property level predictive data, suggest that demand in these two business 
rate categories is not likely to improve in the near term.

Weekly Occupancy Share % by Primary Rate Categories - 2020 > Current  
Seattle, WA

Source: Kalibri Labs; Actualized data: 01/04/2020 - 05/14/2021 
NOTE: Percentages add up to total Occupancy  %.

www.kalibrilabs.com/ahead-of-curve
©Kalibri Labs, 2021. All rights reserved.
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2021 Top 5 Rate Category Mix of Guest Paid Revenue - Seattle, WA

Source: Kalibri Labs; forecast with input from CBRE Hotel Horizons;  
Actualized Data: 01/01/2021 - 05/14/2021, Forecasted Data: 05/15/2021 - 12/31/2021

Top 5 Rate Category Mix of Guest Paid Revenue - Seattle, WA

Source: Kalibri Labs; forecast with input from CBRE Hotel Horizons;  
Actualized Data: 01/01/2019 - 05/14/2021, Forecasted Data: 05/15/2021 - 12/31/2023

www.kalibrilabs.com/ahead-of-curve
©Kalibri Labs, 2021. All rights reserved.
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Weekly Demand Share % by Primary Rate Categories - 2020 > Current 
Seattle, WA

Source: Kalibri Labs; Actualized data: 01/04/2020 - 05/14/2021 
NOTE: Percentages add up to 100% of demand.

www.kalibrilabs.com/ahead-of-curve
©Kalibri Labs, 2021. All rights reserved.
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 P r o p e r t y  T i e r  A n a l y s i s
• The composition of the Seattle hotel market is 29.0% Upper Tier, 49.0% Middle Tier and 22.0% Lower Tier properties.  Like 

other markets, the year-end RevPAR contraction for Lower Tier hotels (-43.1%) was less than that for properties in the Upper Tier 
(-78.1%) and Middle Tier (-67.7%).

•  Seattle hotels are much more reliant on corporate business than most of the top 25 markets, as it the dominant revenue genera-
tor for both Upper and Middle Tier hotels.  Upper Tier hotels are equally reliant on group business while Middle Tier hotels have a 
much broader customer mix, with the transient leisure rate categories outpacing group demand.

• Because the demand mix for Upper Tier properties is heavily dependent on business from the Group and Corporate segments, 
the long-term effect of the pandemic and the subsequent recovery will significantly lag that of the nation as a whole for these 
property types.  However, since 71.0% of all rooms in Seattle are Middle Tier (49.0%) or Lower Tier (22.0%) which largely cater to 
a different customer type, the impact of this property type mix on the market recovery in Seattle should be slightly less severe.

• The uncertainty surrounding the political and social environment in Seattle will have a lingering and more pronounced effect on 
Upper and Middle Tier hotels.

Guest Paid Revenue by Top 5 Rate Category - Seattle, WA - Lower Tier

Source: Kalibri Labs; forecast with input from CBRE Hotel Horizons;  
Actualized Data: 01/01/2019 - 05/14/2021, Forecasted Data: 05/15/2021 - 12/31/2022

www.kalibrilabs.com/ahead-of-curve

NOTE: Lower Tier = Economy + Midscale chainscale; Middle Tier = Upper Midscale + Upscale chainscale;  
Upper Tier = Luxury + Upper Upscale chainscale.

©Kalibri Labs, 2021. All rights reserved.
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Guest Paid Revenue by Top 5 Rate Category - Seattle, WA - Middle Tier

Source: Kalibri Labs; forecast with input from CBRE Hotel Horizons;  
Actualized Data: 01/01/2019 - 05/14/2021, Forecasted Data: 05/15/2021 - 12/31/2022

Guest Paid Revenue by Top 5 Rate Category - Seattle, WA - Upper Tier

Source: Kalibri Labs; forecast with input from CBRE Hotel Horizons;  
Actualized Data: 01/01/2019 - 05/14/2021, Forecasted Data: 05/15/2021 - 12/31/2022

©Kalibri Labs, 2021. All rights reserved.
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 M a r k e t  I n v e s t m e n t  P r o f i l e
• The Seattle MSA is the 15th largest in the U.S. in terms of population with approximately 4,000,000 residents.  Some of the 

nation’s most recognized companies are based in Seattle including Amazon.com, Boeing Commercial Airplanes, Microsoft 
Corporation, Starbucks Coffee Company, Costco, Weyerhaeuser, Nordstrom, REI, Alaska Airlines, and The Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation.  These firms represent a strong base of established industry sectors, such as aerospace, information technology, 
and retail.  Fast growing sectors in recent years include interactive media, music, and clean technology.  Seattle consistently 
ranks as one of the most highly educated cities in the nation with 56 percent of residents having at least a bachelor’s degree.  
Seattle is also home to several public and private research institutions, including the University of Washington, one of the top 
public universities for research funding.

• The MSA contains just over 48,800 rooms with approximately 16,900 located in Downtown Seattle/Waterfront; the Seattle 
South/SEA Airport submarket contains approximately 11,900 rooms.  The next largest submarket is Bellevue/Kirkland which 
contains approximately 10,300 rooms, followed by Lynnwood/Mukilteo with slightly more than 3,600 rooms.

Location

Source: Newmark Knight Frank

Quick Facts

Source: Newmark Knight Frank

Source: Newmark Knight Frank; 
U.S. Census Bureau, Dept. of Labor Statistics

www.kalibrilabs.com/ahead-of-curve
©Kalibri Labs, 2021. All rights reserved.
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 D e f i n i t i o n  o f  T e r m s / M e t h o d o l o g y

www.kalibrilabs.com/ahead-of-curve

Guest Paid Revenue:  The amount of revenue a guest pays for a booking, whether they pay the hotel directly or a third party. This 
includes the portion the hotel keeps plus the wholesale commission paid directly to a third party such as a traditional wholesaler 
or OTA (merchant model or opaque).
Guest Paid RevPAR: Guest Paid Revenue divided by Available Rooms.
Guest Paid ADR: Guest Paid Revenue divided by Occupied Rooms. Guest Paid ADR tracks only the revenue gained on what the 
guest actually paid.
Average Lead Time: Average number of days between the booking date and the arrival date. 
Lower Tier: Includes Economy + Midscale chainscale properties.
Middle Tier: Includes Upper Midscale + Upscale chainscale properties.
Upper Tier: Includes Luxury + Upper Upscale chainscale properties.
Rate Category: Kalibri Labs assigns each booking to a specific Rate Category which defines the highest level of detail provided 
about a given booking.
 NOTE: “Primary”/“Top 5 Rate Categories” is based on historical proportions of rate category demand for a market.  
 

Hotel Data + Analysis

Corporate: Transient rates specific to corporate bookings that may or may not be booked by a travel agency although 
most often it is booked by a large agency or consortia like AMEX, BCD or Carlson Wagonlit. This segment can include 
commissionable or net-rated non-commissionable bookings and may be booked through GDS, Brand.com, Voice or 
Property Direct.
Government: Transient government or military rates for government entities that may be state, federal or internation-
al agencies including consulates, embassies and may include qualified contractors working on behalf of govern-
ment/military agencies or departments.
Group: Rates  from Group market segments, regardless of the booking channel.
OTA: Rates specific to retail, net, merchant, opaque or hotel-collect model Online Travel Agencies. 
Promotion/Loyalty Member Rate: Transient rates indicating a discount, a limited time promotion or a sale. Also 
includes fenced rates available only to hotel loyalty program members (book direct campaign rates) and rates where 
participation in the loyalty program is a condition of the promotional rate (loyalty member promotions). Loyalty 
program references apply only to the hotel loyalty program (does not apply to airline, credit card, or other loyalty 
programs).
Rack/BAR: Transient rack rates, best available rates (BAR), and flexible rates. Also includes long term stay rates but 
does not include contract or crew rooms (see Contract/Crew).

For  further information on Kalibri Labs data: https://www.kalibrilabs.com/real-estate-invest-
ment-resources

©Kalibri Labs, 2021. All rights reserved.
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Forecast Methodology

Using data science and machine learning, the predictive models used by Kalibri Labs for forecasting are continuously refined 
and improved as more data is added over time making allowances for the inevitable changes as the recovery from the COVID 
pandemic gains traction.  These models incorporate inputs including but not limited to patterns in recent daily history of room 
nights, rates and pickup by rate category and channel along with the CBRE Hotel Horizons forecast driven by multiple macroeco-
nomic variables, future published rates for all hotels in the market in hotel websites and OTA sites, and cancellation rates.

S E A T T L E
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 K a l i b r i  L a b s  P r o d u c t s

www.kalibrilabs.com/ahead-of-curve

Trendline Reports

Market Selection Report

Market:Submarket Forea-
cast

Ideal for anyone associated with market/property investment, in particular underwriting, acquisitions, develop-
ment and repositioning. Tailor made to give developers, investors, brokers, lenders and appraisers an advantage 
in any major U.S. market.  https://www.kalibrilabs.com/trendline-report

• Channel, Rate Category and Length of Stay Segmentation Available
• Property(s), Competitive Set, Market and Submarket Deep Dive Available

Designed for Underwriters and other Real Investment professionals. Identify markets which present opportunity 
based off unaccomodated extended-stay demand and further drill into submarkets where you are able to best 
capitalize these opportunities. Vet and identify not only your best market, but best submarket to optimize your 
investment. https://www.kalibrilabs.com/site-selection-report 

• Length of Stay Segmentation Available
• Property(s), Competitive Set, Market and Submarket Deep Dive Available

Projecting the future performance of any market and corresponding submarkets. Standard data set contains all 
key performance indicators for hotel performance back to 2015 and forward 12 calendar months from current.  
Designed to help management companies, real estate investment  firms and brand development  create the 
most profitable forward looking strategy.  Contact us today to set up a demo: https://www.kalibrilabs.com/con-
tactus

See All Products for both Market Level Analysis + Hotel Revenue Strategy:

https://www.kalibrilabs.com/ourdata-ourproducts 
Contact us: TellMeMore@kalibrilabs.com

©Kalibri Labs, 2021. All rights reserved.

HummingbirdPXM A powerful digital platform to guide commercial strategy, Hummingbird provides owners and operators with 
the ability to plan, execute and measure performance for both top line and revenue net of booking costs to 
enable a focus on profit contribution. Management can surgically target the highest value rate categories, 
channels, travel agencies and corporate accounts. Powered by Kalibri Labs’ proprietary Optimal Business Mix 
algorithm and predictive models, revenue, sales and digital teams can identify comp sets by rate category and 
build sales, marketing and pricing plans based on the composition of RevPAR both historically and for future 
periods.  https://www.kalibrilabs.com/hummingbird-pxm

• Single Property, Multi-Property Gorupings and/or Portfolio-level  Views + Segmentation
• Multiple Competitive Set(s) Capabilities
• Full Suite of metrics and dimensions

S E A T T L E



   A b o u t  K a l i b r i  L a b s / A u t h o r s

To help sustain the health of the hotel industry by enabling hotel brands, owners and operators to improve profit contribution by evaluating and monitoring 
revenue performance net of customer acquisition costs. 

Mission

About Us

Kalibri Labs evaluates and forecasts revenue and cost of acquisition performance in the digital marketplace with next-generation hotel benchmarking and 
reporting platforms. Based on a robust database of daily transaction and cost of acquisition data gathered weekly from almost 35,000 hotels, the company’s 
HummingbirdPXM platform enables owners and operators to determine a hotel’s optimal business mix and manage resources to achieve it. Kalibri unpacks 
the composition of RevPAR to describe market demand by rate category and channel assisting hotel owners and operators in improvement of profit con-
tribution. Kalibri Labs offers both historical perspective going back to 2015 and forward views of the market in its property level products for the upcoming 
12 months and in market products through 2023. Tapped regularly by the real estate and investment community, the Kalibri Labs database supports hotel 
transactions and financial restructuring by brokers, lenders, appraisers and financial consultants. 

©Kalibri Labs, 2021. All rights reserved.
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